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1. Internship details
Company Name: Cleverciti
Position Title: Embedded Systems Intern
City: Neukirch
Country: Germany
Internship Term: Summer 2019 (3 months)
Number of Position Available: 1
Language Requirements: English
Company Address: Shulstrasse 27, 88099 Neukirch, Germany
Internship Hours: Full-Time
Compensation: €1000/month

1.1.

About us

Cleverciti Systems is a fast-growing innovation leader in the field of smart
parking technologies.
Our vision is to take the ‘stress’ out for finding a parking space and reduce
search traffic and emissions. Cleverciti Systems offers a turn-key parking
solution for cities, airports, shopping malls and all those who want to manage
their parking space intelligently.
Our company is undergoing a strong global expansion and if you are a go-getter
with an entrepreneurial spirit, we need YOU!

1.2.

Internship description

At Cleverciti, we combine state-of-the-art technology and german engineering to
enable our clients to manage parking efficiently and cost-effectively. Our
technologies involve a several layers - hardware, front-end, and back-end - that
involve continual innovation. We will know closer to next Summer the exact
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project needs we can identify (as our needs quickly change). The intern will
work on developing and integrating our technologies.

1.3.

Responsibilities

The role could include any of the following: Electronic and PCB design, building
prototypes; Sourcing and device research; Embedded software
development; Embedded system experimentation and testing.

1.4.
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum Requirements

3rd semester of relevant study
proficiency in MS Office
English - verbal & written fluency
Strong programming skills
Majoring in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, or Electrical
Engineering

1.5.

Desired Qualifications

• Relevant experience
• Technical affinity
• Team player

1.6.

Benefits of Working with Us

• You will be come part of an innovative, dynamic and international team
• Work with us on the future in a job that really counts!
• Opportunity for your project and ideas
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